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ANHEDRAL TIP BLADES FORTILTROTOR 
AIRCRAFT 

0001. This application is a continuation-in-part of U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 12/429,982 filed Apr. 24, 2009, 
which claims priority to U.S. Provisional Application 61/047, 
844 filed Apr. 25, 2008, both which are incorporated by 
reference herein in their entirety. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002. The field of the invention is rotorcraft rotor blades. 

BACKGROUND 

0003 Rotorcraft are now a well-established means of 
transportation, and generally offer a vertical takeoff and land 
ing capability, making them particularly valuable for trans 
port applications without access to lengthy runways. Helicop 
ters are the predominant type of rotorcraft, and have 
widespread civil and military application. In contrast to fixed 
wing aircraft, which use wings to generate Sufficient lift to 
Sustain flight, rotorcraft use spinning rotors to generate lift at 
least in rotor-borne flight. 
0004 Rotors comprise blades that can rotate in the air 
about an axis. As these blades rotate, blade sections encounter 
an air velocity which is the vector sum of rotorcraft motion, 
rotor rotation, and air inflow. As a blade section, generally of 
an airfoil shape, encounters this velocity it produces lift in a 
direction perpendicular to the Velocity vector. Associated 
with the generation of this circulatory lift is the generation of 
shed and trailed vorticity into the air. Strong bundles of Vor 
ticity are trailed from the tips of the rotor blades, forming a 
rotor wake. In many flight conditions, the rotor wake can be 
visualized as a set of intermeshed helices that form from the 
rotor and gradually decay. This trailed Vortex wake can have 
a strong effect on local rotor blade loads. 
0005. The edgewise advance ratio of a rotor is defined as 
rotor forward velocity divided by rotor tip speed, or L=V 
cos(C.)/(S2R). For an ideally hovering rotor, the advance ratio 
is zero, and the rotor blades trail an un-skewed helical wake 
below the rotor. As the rotor begins forward motion and 
advance ratio increases, the wake skews backward. As rotor 
blades pass near or through trailed Vorticity, there is a strong 
aerodynamic interaction, leading to changes in local blade 
loading. These changes can lead to reduced performance 
from increased induced losses, increased vibration, and 
increased noise. The classical problems of rotor aerodynam 
ics are discussed in the 2006 book “Principles of Helicopter 
Aerodynamics, 2e by J. Gordon Leishman. 
0006. This and all other extrinsic materials discussed 
herein are incorporated by reference in their entirety. Where a 
definition or use of a term in an incorporated reference is 
inconsistent or contrary to the definition of that term provided 
herein, the definition of that term provided herein applies and 
the definition of that term in the reference does not apply. 
0007 Modern prior art helicopters use specially designed 
rotor blades to help reduce the adverse effects of interaction 
between trailed vorticity and bladeloading. Some helicopter 
blades use special tip shapes to modify the Vortex trajectory or 
separate the trailed vorticity into multiple bundles. However, 
all of the prior art methods have limited effect because dra 
matic changes in tip geometry will create increased drag and 
adversely affect performance. 
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0008 U.S. Pat. No. 5,199,851 to Perry, et al. describes 
helicopter rotor blades with a tip vane for reducing helicopter 
blade noise that covers the outer 4 to 8% of the blade and has 
a dihedral of about five degrees. U.S. Pat. No. 4,324,530 to 
Fradenburgh, et al. discloses a twisted helicopter blade with 
the outer 4% of the tip having an anhedral of twenty degrees 
for improving the rotor performance in hover. US Patent 
Application 2005/0265850 describes a helicopter rotor blade 
with a small protruding tip Vane that can have an anhedral 
angle. Similarly, U.S. Pat. No. 6,142,738 to Toulmay 
describes ahelicopter blade with a small tip winglet for reduc 
ing noise, the winglet having a leading edge Sweep between 
twenty and thirty degrees. 
0009 What these prior art systems and methods have in 
common is that they all involve relatively minor adjustments 
to blade tip geometry, both in terms of the percent span 
affected, and in terms of the amount of anhedral or Sweep. 
There is good reason for this because, for example, excessive 
anhedral will greatly increase rotor drag in forward flight, 
negating any benefit of increased hover performance and 
compromising the utility of the aircraft. Likewise, excessive 
rotor blade Sweep can compromise the vibrational character 
istic and aeroelastic stability of the rotor. 
0010. In the related field of tiltrotors, rotor blades are 
generally straight, and do not feature complex tip geometry. 
As examples of tiltrotors with straight blades, consider the 
prior art BellTMV-22, XV-15, and BA-609 tiltrotor aircraft, or 
U.S. Pat. No. 6,607,161 to Krysinski, which all have straight, 
tapered blades without tip sweep, tip anhedral, or tip Vanes. 
Because tiltrotors spend much of their flying time in airplane 
mode with the rotors operating as propellers, there is little 
need or motivation to create specialized blade tips to alleviate 
helicopter mode noise, vibration, and performance issues. 
0011 Similarly, airplane propellers benefit from tip 
Sweep, but not anhedral or other more complex tip geometries 
because airplane propellers Substantially do not engage in 
edgewise flight, but remain in predominantly axial flight 
throughout operation. For propellers, blade-Vortex interac 
tion or hover performance are of essentially no concern. U.S. 
Pat. No. 5,927,948 to Perry, et al. describes a propeller blade 
with a tip portion of enlarged chord and some Sweep, but 
without any anhedral. 
0012. In general, tiltrotors have highly twisted blades and 
operate at higher thrust coefficients as compared with heli 
copters. The higher thrust coefficients tend to improve per 
formance in airplane-mode axial flight at the expense of some 
hover performance. Because tiltrotor aircraft generally hover 
on takeoff and benefit from ample vertical takeoff capability, 
there is a continued need for improved tiltrotor hover perfor 
aCC. 

0013 Thus, there is still a need for advanced rotors for 
tiltrotors that can improve hover performance and maintain or 
improve axial forward flight performance. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0014. The inventive subject matter provides apparatus, 
systems and methods in which a shaped-tip portion of a rotor 
blade provides improved hover performance for tiltrotor air 
craft having a fixed wing and tilting rotors. 
0015. In preferred embodiments, the blade has a stacking 
line, and the shaped tip portion of the blade has a terminal 
anhedral of at least 20, at least 30° or at least 40° with respect 
to the stacking line. Also in preferred embodiments, the blade 
has an overall twist from root to tip of at least 20°, and a 
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thickness ratio between 19% and 30% at a radial station of 
10%. These features advantageously conspire to provide that, 
at an edgewise advance ratio of 0.35, the rotor has a power 
consumption at least 5% greater than a corresponding rotor 
without the shaped tip portion. 
0016 All suitable rotorcraft are contemplated, including 
those having hingeless rotor blades, and especially those hav 
ing stiff and hingeless rotor blades facilitating variable rotor 
speed. 
0017. In another aspect, rotorcraft are contemplated that 
have a fixed wing of sufficient size to allow wing-borne flight, 
a rotor with a first blade having a shaped tip portion that 
provides a hover figure of merit of at least 0.84, at least 0.85, 
at least 0.86, or at least 0.87 and a cruise propulsive efficiency 
of at least 0.85, at least 0.86, at least 0.87, or at least 0.88, and 
a controller that coordinates rotor blade pitch and engine 
control to achieve variable rotor speed. In those embodiments 
the controller preferably limits a rotor speed in sustained 
airplane-mode forward flight cruise of at most 40%, at most 
50%, at most 60%, or at most 75% of a hover maximum rotor 
speed, and alternatively or additionally limits a rotor edge 
wise advance ratio to at most 0.20, at most 0.25, or at most 
O3O. 
0018. Unless the context dictates the contrary, all ranges 
set forth herein should be interpreted as being inclusive of 
their endpoints, and open-ended ranges should be interpreted 
to include only commercially practical values. Similarly, all 
lists of values should be considered as inclusive of interme 
diate values unless the context indicates the contrary. 
0019 Various objects, features, aspects and advantages of 
the inventive subject matter will become more apparent from 
the following detailed description of preferred embodiments, 
along with the accompanying drawing figures in which like 
numerals represent like components. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

0020 FIG. 1 is a perspective illustration of an isolated 
rotor in hover with straight blades and conventional blade tips 
trailing a helical Vortex wake. 
0021 FIG. 2 is a perspective illustration of a preferred 
rotor 200, operating at the same rotor speed, rotor thrust, and 
hover condition as the rotor 100 of FIG. 1, and also trailing 
Vortex filaments. 
0022 FIG. 3 is a plot of the blade loading 310 of a blade 
110 of rotor 100 compared with the blade loading 320 of 
blade 210 of rotor 200. 
0023 FIG. 4 is a plot of the rotor figure of merit for rotor 
100 and preferred rotor 200 over a range of thrusts. 
0024 FIG. 5A is a plot of rotor power consumed versus 
rotor advance ratio for rotor 100 and preferred rotor 200. 
0025 FIG. 5B is a diagram illustrating edgewise rotor 
advance ratio. 
0026 FIG. 6 is a perspective illustration of a preferred 

tiltrotor aircraft 
0027 FIG. 7A is a top-view drawing of a rotor blade, 
while FIG. 7B is a top-view drawing of a preferred blade 
stacking line. FIG.7C is a side-view drawing of a rotor blade 
700, while FIG. 7D is a side-view drawing of a preferred 
stacking line. FIG. 7E is a schematic illustration of blade 
airfoil sections as distributed along the blade Stacking line, 
while FIG. 7F shows the same airfoil sections rotated into 
place defining the blade twist distribution. FIG. 7G is a per 
spective illustration of an untwisted Straight rotor blade and a 
preferred stacking line. 
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(0028 FIGS. 8A, 8B, and 8C are top, front, and side-view 
drawings of a preferred rotor blade 800. FIG. 8D is a perspec 
tive view of the same rotor blade 800. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0029. The detailed description that follows describes key 
method and system aspects of the inventive Subject matter. It 
is an object of the following description to show that specially 
shaped blade tips for tiltrotors can improve hover perfor 
mance by altering wake trajectory at the expense of reduced 
edgewise rotor performance. 
0030 FIG. 1 is a perspective illustration of an isolated 
rotor in hover with straight blades and conventional blade tips 
trailing a helical vortex wake. FIG. 1 is drawn with the aid of 
the CHARM (Comprehensive Hierarchical Aeromechanics 
Rotorcraft Model) computer code, produced by Continuum 
Dynamics, Inc. and described in the 2003 paper “First-Prin 
ciples Free-Vortex Wake Analysis for Helicopters and Tiltro 
tors', presented at the Presented at the American Helicopter 
Society 59th Annual Forum in Phoenix, Ariz. CHARM is 
generally regarded by the industry as among the leading and 
most accurate methods for calculating rotor performance and 
rotor wake structures. 
0031. In FIG. 1, a tiltrotor rotor 100 rotates about an axis 
130 in the direction indicated by arrow 132. The rotor 100 
comprises four rotor blades 110, 120, 122, 124 that are sub 
stantially the same and spaced at equal angles around the axis 
130. The first rotor blade 110 is substantially straight as 
defined by a straight stacking line. The blade 110 is highly 
twisted, with the root section 112 having a higher incidence 
than the tip section 114. As the rotor blade 110 rotates with the 
rotor 100 in a hover condition, it encounters a velocity field, 
generates circulatory lift, and generates Vorticity. Further, 
pressure differences between the upper and lower surfaces of 
a loaded blade contribute to the formation of a concentrated 
vortex at the tip of the blade. This behavior can be calculated 
with a free-vortex wake comprising multiple Vortex filaments 
trailing behind each rotor blade. Rotor blades following the 
first rotor blade 110 will encounter wake-induced velocity 
according to the Biot–Savart law. This wake-induced velocity 
can generate sharp local loading perturbations on rotor blades 
increasing induced drag, and aggravating noise and vibration 
of the rotor. 
0032. The blades in FIG. 1 are not prior art. They have 
straight, prior art tip portions, but they also have preferred 
twist and airfoil distributions that are not known in the prior 
art. 

0033. The first rotor blade 110 trails filaments across its 
span, but these are especially concentrated towards the blade 
tip 114, and to a lesser extent, the blade root. In FIG. 1, four 
strong vortex filaments are depicted, three filaments 140,142. 
144 trailed from the blade tip, and one filament 146 trailed 
from the blade root. Each filament can be viewed as a contour 
of constant vorticity. The tip vortex bundle comprising fila 
ments 140, 142, 144 self-interacts as it convects away from 
the blade 110, and is transported in the velocity field sur 
rounding the rotor. Naturally, each of the following blades 
120, 122, 124 also trails vorticity, but for clarity these fila 
ments are not shown in in FIG. 1. In a hover condition, the 
rotor is a substantially periodic system, with each rotor blade 
undergoing the same loading and trailing the same wake as 
the blade which preceded it by 90° of azimuth. 
0034. The vortex filaments 140, 142,144 are trailed from 
the tip 114 of the first rotor blade 110 in a pattern approxi 
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mating a helix, and pass in close proximity to the second 
blade 120 in the region indicated by arrow 150. Filament 142 
passes below the rotor blade, while filaments 140, 144 pass 
above the rotor blade. The interaction in the region indicated 
by arrow 150 generates sharp local loading perturbations on 
the second rotor blade 120. The tip vortices 140,142,144 also 
affect the loading on Subsequent blades including the third 
blade 122. Arrow 152 indicates where these tip vortices pass 
near the tip of the third blade 122. 
0035. The vortex wake generated by a rotor is largely a 
function of rotor geometry, rotor thrust coefficient, rotor rota 
tional speed, and flight condition including vehicle forward 
speed, descent rate, and rotor incidence. In the prior art, 
helicopter rotors are designed to balance performance in 
hover and in edgewise forward flight. This will invariably 
result in compromises in rotor geometry including twist and 
tip shape, as well as parameters like design rotor speed and 
design rotor thrust coefficient. The rotors of FIG. 1 and FIG. 
2 are isolated rotors in a hovercondition. For clarity, the rotors 
are depicted without the requisite couplings to a rotorcraft 
airframe. 
0036 FIG. 2 is a perspective illustration of a preferred 
rotor 200, operating at the same rotor speed, rotor thrust, and 
hover condition as the rotor 100 of FIG. 1, but shown from a 
different angle. As before, the preferred rotor 200 comprises 
substantially identical blades 210, 220, 222, 224, and rotates 
about an axis 230 in the direction indicated by arrow 232. A 
preferred rotor blade 210 has a shaped tip portion 218 com 
prising a combination of Sweep, anhedral, thickness, and 
twist. A preferred first blade 210 has an inboard portion that 
has a Substantially straight Stacking line, and a shaped tip 
portion 218that begins at a spanwise station line 216. The first 
rotor blade 210 trails vortices 240, 242, 244 from near the 
blade tip 214, and also a vortex filament 246 from near the 
blade root 212. The shaped tip portion 218 of the preferred 
rotor 200 imparts an altered trajectory on the tip vortex fila 
ments 240, 242, 244. 
0037. Due to this altered trajectory, the interaction 
between the tip vortices 240, 242, 244 and the second blade 
220 in the region indicated by arrow 250 is reduced. Now, all 
vortices pass below the second blade, with a substantially 
increased “miss distance'. The “miss distance' is defined as 
the distance between the closest tip vortex filament trailed 
from a blade and the blade following the trailing blade. Pre 
ferred tip shapes result in a miss distance of a half-chord, or 
one chord or more, where the chord is measured from the 
spanwise station line 216. In this instance, and where other 
upper limits are not expressly stated, the reader should infera 
reasonable upper limit. The interaction between the tip vor 
tices 240, 242, 244 and the third blade 222 is also substan 
tially reduced. For the preferred rotor 200, the vortices no 
longer pass next to the tip of the third blade, now the vortex 
filaments are substantially lower, and the closest filament 240 
passes below the third blade 222 in the region marked by 
arrow 252. 

0038. The different vortex wake structures of rotor 100 
and preferred rotor 200 result in different bladeloadings. FIG. 
3 is a plot of the bladeloading 310 of a blade 110 of rotor 100 
compared with the blade loading 320 of blade 210 of rotor 
200. In this plot, the vertical axis 304 denotes the local blade 
lift coefficient, while the horizontal axis 302 marks the blade 
spanwise station. The blade spanwise station is defined as the 
local radius divided by the tip radius, Such that a spanwise 
station of 1.0 corresponds with the rotor blade tip. A typical 
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rotor blade will not begin at a spanwise station of 0.0 due to 
blockage from a hub. Due to the nature of circulatory lift, the 
lift coefficient will drive towards Zero at the root and tip of the 
rotor blade. For minimum induced drag, a Smooth profile of 
bladeloading across the span is desired, free of local peaks of 
discontinuities. In an ideal hover condition, the loadings of all 
identical blades of a given rotor are expected to be substan 
tially the same. 
0039 FIG. 3 presents blade loadings 310,320 for rotors 
100 and 200 respectively, but at substantially the same flight 
condition comprising rotor thrust, rotor speed, hover condi 
tion, and atmospheric condition. The blade loading 310 of 
rotor 100 shows a strong bubble of concentrated loading 
towards in the tip region 312, between a spanwise station of 
0.8 and 1.0. In contrast, the bladeloading 320 of rotor 200 is 
relatively smooth in the tip region indicated by arrow 322. 
showing only low-magnitude perturbations. Because the inte 
grated area under the loadings 310,320 is the same for con 
stant thrust, the blade loading 320 of rotor 200 is somewhat 
higher inboard, between spanwise stations of 0.15 and 0.8. 
The preferred rotor 200 is able to achieve enhanced hover 
performance by reducing the large, wake-induced loading 
bubble in the tip region 312, thereby reducing the induced 
drag in that region, and lessening the profile drag for associ 
ated blade sections through load alleviation. 
0040 FIG. 4 is a plot of the rotor figure of merit for rotor 
100 and preferred rotor 200 over a range of thrusts. The rotor 
figure of merit is denoted FM, and is a non-dimensional 
measure of rotor efficiency, and defined in FIG. 4. The thrust 
coefficient, CT, is a non-dimensional measure of rotor thrust 
or rotor loading, defined in FIG. 4 as the rotor thrust divided 
by the product of air density, rotor area, and the square of the 
product of rotor rotational speed and radius. For the plot of 
FIG. 4, the vertical axis measures isolated rotor figure of 
merit, while the horizontal axis 402 measures thrust coeffi 
cient. Higher figures of merit are better, indicative of greater 
rotor efficiency. A modern, well-designed prior art rotor can 
achieve a figure of merit near 0.80. Increased disc loading can 
also result in slightly higher figure of merit. 
0041. In FIG. 4, faired curve 410 denotes the figure of 
merit for rotor 100 as a function of thrust coefficient. Rotor 
100 reaches a peak efficiency of around FM-0.81 near a 
thrust coefficient of 0.013. Symbols 430 denote data used to 
generate faired curves 410, 420. Faired curve 420 marks the 
figure of merit for preferred rotor 200 with specially shaped 
blade tip sections. Preferred rotor 200 reaches a peak effi 
ciency of around FM-0.87 near a thrust coefficient of 0.014. 
Arrow 440 indicates an increase of around 0.06 in rotor figure 
of merit, an approximately 7% increase in figure of merit over 
the straight rotor 100. 
0042 FIG. 4 demonstrates that a rotor according to the 
teachings herein can achieve a Substantial hover performance 
advantage as compared to prior art rotors. This is due to the 
Smoother, more optimal loading distribution as illustrated in 
FIG. 3. The improved loading distribution is a result of an 
advantageously altered wake trajectory, as shown in FIG. 2. 
Specially shaped rotor blade tip portions according to teach 
ings herein can achieve Such desirable wake trajectories. 
0043. As previously mentioned, most rotorcraft rotor 
designs are a compromise between hover performance and 
edgewise forward flight performance. While the specially 
shaped rotor blade tip portions according to teachings herein 
are shown to improve hover performance, this does not imply 
an associated improvement in edgewise forward flight per 
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formance. For most applications, edgewise forward flight 
performance of a rotor is more important than hover perfor 
mance. For transport applications, most helicopters must 
carry passengers or other cargo from one location to another 
with some vehicle forward speed. For economical operation, 
edgewise rotor efficiency at this vehicle forward speed is very 
important. Even prior art tiltrotors, including the Bell V-22, 
perform many operations with edgewise rotors, at advance 
ratios of up to 0.30. 
0044 FIG. 5A is a plot of rotor power consumed versus 
rotor advance ratio for rotor 100 and preferred rotor 200. FIG. 
5B is a diagram illustrating edgewise rotor advance ratio. In 
FIG. 5B, a rotor disc 590 is depicted from a side view. The 
rotor disc 590 is advancing forward (to the left in FIG. 5B) 
such that it is met by an oncoming velocity 593. In order to 
achieve trimmed flight, balancing vehicle weight and drag, 
the rotor disc 590 is oriented at an angle with respect to the 
velocity 593. From this side aspect, an angle C. defines the 
orientation between the velocity plane 594 and the rotor disc 
plane 592. The rotor disc is defined as the disc containing the 
spinning rotor blades, and produces a thrust 595. The velocity 
593 can be expressed in a perpendicular velocity component 
and an edgewise velocity component 598. The non-dimen 
sional rotor advance ratio, L, is defined as the edgewise Veloc 
ity component 598, V cos(C.) divided by the product of rotor 
rotational speed and rotor radius. It can be viewed as the ratio 
between edgewise Velocity and rotor tip speed. 
0045. In the plot of FIG.5A, the horizontal axis 502 mea 
Sures edgewise rotor advance ratio, while the vertical axis 504 
measures rotor power consumed in horsepower. Curve 510 
characterizes the rotor 100 performance as a function of for 
ward speed or advance ratio, and is known as a “power 
bucket' in the industry vernacular because of its distinctive 
bucket shape. Curve 520 is the power bucket for preferred 
rotor 200. In a hover condition, corresponding to an advance 
ratio of 0.00 at the left side of the plot, the preferred rotor 200 
is seen to consume approximately 7% less power than the 
straight rotor 100, show by comparison of curves 510,520. A 
performance advantage of the preferred rotor 200 persists at 
low forward speeds, corresponding to advance ratios of about 
0.10. At an advance ratio of 0.20, acrossover 512 occurs, after 
which the straight rotor 100 consumes less power, and is more 
efficient than the preferred rotor. In the region between 
advance ratios of 0.30 and 0.40, where most rotorcraft cruise, 
the straight rotor consumes between 10 and 30% less power. 
0046. Thus, the preferred rotor 200 has poor performance 
in edgewise flight. The preferred rotor 200 uses special tip 
sections 218 to alter wake trajectories for improve loading 
distributions in hover indicated by arrow 322. However, as the 
rotor moves in edgewise flight, the forward velocity 593 of the 
vehicle alters the wake trajectory itself, gradually reducing or 
eliminating the advantage of the special tip section 218. At 
higher edgewise rotor speeds, corresponding to advance 
ratios above about 0.20, the special tip section 218 begins to 
act as a blockage in the flow, and has increased drag as 
compared to the relatively more streamlined straight tips of 
rotor 100. 

0047. A person of ordinary skill in the art would not con 
template using a rotor with Such tips because this type of rotor 
would have Substantial deleterious consequences on the 
cruise performance of a vehicle and rotor. As stated before, 
most prior art helicopters cruise at advance ratios of between 
0.30 and 0.40 or more, and even prior art tiltrotors fly at 
edgewise advance ratios of 0.30. An engineer would simply 
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not choose a design that significantly reduced vehicle perfor 
mance in arguably the most important flight condition, high 
speed edgewise rotor cruise. 
0048. Difference between prior art rotor blade tips and the 
preferred tip section 218 include the degree of anhedral in the 
preferred blade 210, and the particular combination of sweep, 
anhedral, twist, and thickness. These are quantified below. 
Prior art rotor blade tips had only compare-atively moderate 
amounts of anhedral over a modest portion of the blade, 
because a more dramatic blade tip would compromise rotor 
edgewise performance. 
0049. The rotor 100 and preferred rotor 200 both have a 
rotor diameter of 53 feet. Other contemplated rotors have 
diameters between 10 and 120 feet, or more preferably 
between 25 and 90 feet, and specifically contemplated diam 
eters of 15, 20, 25, 26, 36, 40, 56, 65, 75, 80, and 90 feet. 
Diameters are measured as projected diameters in a flat plane. 
In FIG. 1 through FIG. 5, rotor performance and aerodynamic 
behavior was computed using a combination of CDICHARM 
and CAMRAD II as distributed by Analytical Mechanics, 
Inc. 

0050 FIG. 1, FIG.2, FIG.3, and FIG.5 correspond to a 53 
foot diameter rotor turning at a rotational speed of 290 revo 
lutions per minute (RPM), operating at a thrust coefficient of 
0.0155 at sea level with an ambient temperature of 103 
degrees Fahrenheit. This corresponds and a thrust of around 
48,500 pounds per rotor. FIG. 4 corresponds to a range of 
thrusts, a tip Mach of about 0.74, and a rotational speed of 310 
RPM. 

0051. The calculations performed and presented in FIG. 1 
through FIG. 5 are considered to be representative of perfor 
mance for similar rotors and typical operating conditions. The 
Applicants have performed similar studies on other rotor 
sizes, over a range of variable rotor speeds, and at other 
atmospheric, loading, and flight conditions, and significant 
improvements hold true using the inventive subject matter. 
0.052 FIG. 6 is a perspective illustration of a preferred 
tiltrotor aircraft 600 equipped with 25-foot diameter rotors 
according to the teachings herein. The aircraft 600 comprises 
a fuselage 610, sponsons 612 containing landing gear, a ver 
tical tail 614, and a horizontal tail 616. A controller (not 
shown) coordinates many aspects of the aircraft operations, 
and directs movable surfaces on the tails 614, 616 to cooper 
ate with the rotors 620, 630 for control of aircraft 600 in flight. 
0053 A main wing 618 extends across the fuselage 610 of 
the aircraft 600 and provides lift in forward cruise flight in 
airplane mode. The main wing 618 Supports a right tilting 
nacelle 650 and a left tilting nacelle 654. The right nacelle 
650, rotor 620, and outer wing 652 are shown configured for 
helicopter-mode flight. The left nacelle 654, rotor 630, and 
outer wing 656 are shown configured for airplane-mode 
cruise flight. In normal operation, the left and right nacelles 
650, 654 are always aligned. 
0054) The right tilting nacelle 650 is carried by wing 618, 
and tilts about an axis 648 between a vertical, helicopter 
mode of operation and a horizontal, airplane-mode of opera 
tion. The right rotor 620 comprises rotorblades 622,624, 626, 
628 coupled to a hub. The nacelle 650 advantageously com 
prises a means of propulsion Such as an engine and gearbox 
coupled to the hub and rotor 620. A rotor blade 626 is con 
figured to pitch or feather about a feather axis 646. Consid 
erable pitch variation capability of a rotor blade 626 allows 
transition between helicopter-mode and airplane-mode, at 
least 50°, 60°, 70°, 80°, 90°, or even 110°. The outer wing 652 
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is coupled to nacelle 650 and rotates with it. The rotor rotates 
about an axis 642, and has a maximum allowable rotor speed. 
Rotor pitch and speed are regulated with the assistance of a 
controller. In airplane-mode cruise, the aircraft 600 is capable 
of Sustained operation with both rotors at a rotational speed 
that is less than 75%, 60%, 50%, or 40% of the maximum 
allowable rotor speed. 
0055. The aircraft 600 is equipped with preferred rotors 
according to the teachings herein, capable of achieving a peak 
hover figure of merit of 0.83, 0.84, 0.85, or even 0.87 when the 
rotors 620, 630 are oriented in helicopter mode with rotor 
axes 642, 643 substantially in a vertical orientation. The same 
rotors 620, 630 are capable of achieving a cruise propulsive 
efficiency of 0.84, 0.85, 0.86, 0.87, 0.88, or even 0.89 in 
airplane mode when the rotor axes 642, 643 are substantially 
horizontal and the aircraft is cruising at a Mach number of 
0.45, 0.5,0.55, or 0.6. This high cruise propulsive efficiency 
is partially due to the reduction of rotor rotational speed. The 
aircraft 600 has a rotor 630 with a fixed diameter 633 of 25 
feet. All practical rotor or prop-rotor sizes are contemplated, 
and variable diameter rotors are also contemplated. Any prac 
tical number of blades is considered, including 2, 3, 4, 5, and 
6 blades per rotor, although a rotor of four blades is especially 
preferred. 
0056. As shown in FIG. 6, a preferred rotor 620 comprises 
a rotor blade 628 having a shaped tip portion 629. The rotor 
blade 628 has a straight stacking line over at least 70% or 80% 
of its length, but less than 90% or 95% of its length. The rotor 
blade 628 is advantageously given a dihedral of at least 1, 2, 
2.5.3°, or 5°. The tip portion 629 has a terminal anhedral of 
at least 20°, 25°, 30°, 35°, or 40° with respect to the stacking 
line including dihedral. The tip portion 629 also has a termi 
nal sweep of at least 15, 20°, 22°, 25°, or even 30°. The rotor 
blade has an overall twist from root to tip of at least 20, 25°, 
28, 30°, 32°, 35, or even 37°. As used herein the terms 
“terminal anhedral' and “terminal sweep’ refer to the termi 
nal 1% of blade span. The blade geometric parameters 
described in this specification refer to the jig shape, i.e., the 
manufactured shape without elastic deflection. 
0057 FIG. 7A is a top-view drawing of a rotor blade 700, 
while FIG. 7B is a top-view drawing of a preferred blade 
stacking line 726. FIG.7C is a side-view drawing of a rotor 
blade 700, while FIG. 7D is a side-view drawing of a pre 
ferred stacking line 726. FIGS. 7A-7D are drawn to scale with 
respect to each other. FIG. 7E is a schematic illustration of 
blade airfoil sections as distributed along the blade stacking 
line 746, while FIG. 7F shows the same airfoil sections 
rotated into place defining the blade twist distribution. FIG. 
7G is a perspective illustration of an untwisted straight rotor 
blade and a preferred stacking line 766. 
0058. The sequence of FIGS. 7A-7D assists in defining 
blade geometry and blade shapes as relevant to the inventive 
subject matter. A vertical axis 702 measures the blade span 
wise position or radial station along the blade for FIGS. 
7A-7F. A radial station of 1.0 corresponds with the blade tip, 
while a radial station of 0.0 corresponds with the rotor center 
of rotation 710. The root of a typical blade starts at a radial 
station of about 0.10. FIG. 7A has a horizontal axis 704 
measuring chord, while FIG. 7C has a horizontal axis mea 
suring thickness. The straight, untwisted reference blade 700 
is shown to have tapering chords from the blade root to the 
blade tip corresponding to a taper ratio of approximately 
0.375. For an untwisted blade, the chord of an airfoil section 
718 extends between a trailing edge 712 and leading edge. 
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The blade geometry can be viewed as a continuous loft 
between blade sections. A preferred blade has the same air 
foils and chord distribution as reference blade 700, but a 
different, non-straight Stacking line 726. The stacking line 
716 of the reference blade 700 is a straight line extending 
radially outward from the center of rotation 710. From a top 
view, the stacking line 726 of a preferred blade 800 is straight 
over a Substantial portion of the blade, corresponding to a 
radial station of 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 0.93, or 0.95. On preferred 
blades, airfoils are aligned onto the stacking line 726 in the 
streamwise or tangential direction at a 20%, 30%, 35%, or 
40% of the airfoil section chord. The airfoils are rotated about 
this same point to establish a twist. At a given radial station, 
the instantaneous sweep is the sweep angle 728 of the stack 
ing line 726 as measured against a straight line 722. 
0059 FIG. 7C is a side view of an untwisted reference 
blade 700 with a straight stacking line. A blade cuff 731 
serves to couple the blade root to a rotor hub. Both the thick 
ness ratio and chord change along the rotor span, resulting in 
a tapering blade thickness as shown in in FIG.7C. FIG.7D is 
a side view of a preferred stacking line 726 showing an 
anhedral tip. The preferred Stacking line has a precone angle 
735 of 2.5°, defined as the angle between the base portion of 
the stacking line and a straight radial line 734. In FIGS. 7C 
and 7D, arrow 708 indicates the upwards thrust direction. At 
a given radial station, the instantaneous dihedral or anhedral 
at a point 739 along the stacking line 726 is the dihedral angle 
736 of a tangent 737 to the stacking line 726 as measured 
against a straight line 738. The terminal sweep is the sweep at 
the tip of the blade. Anhedral is negative dihedral, a down 
wardly bent portion of the blade tip. Blade anhedral will begin 
at a spanwise station line. 
0060 FIG. 7E is an illustration of airfoil sections or rotor 
blade cross sections Superimposed on a straight reference 
stacking line 716. A blade may be defined by any number of 
airfoils or cross-sections, for example, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16. 
20, 24, 30, 40, 50, or more. A given airfoil section 741 has a 
maximum thickness indicated by arrow 744 and a chord 
indicated by arrow 742, such that the section has a thickness 
to chord ratio. The reference blade is defined by a 10% radial 
station airfoil section 741, a 30% radial section airfoil section 
743, a 50% radial section airfoil section 745, a 70% radial 
station airfoil section 747, and a 90% radial station airfoil 
section. FIG. 7F is an illustration of how the airfoil sections 
are rotated about the stacking line to the section twist angle. 
An airfoil 741 has a reference line 756 that runs from the 
leading edge to the trailing edge of the airfoil 741. The section 
twist angle 754 is angle that this section is rotated nose up 
from a horizontal reference plane 752. In general, root sec 
tions are twisted nose up while tip sections are rotated nose 
down to account for inflow and Velocity gradients along the 
span. For convenience, the rotor section at 75% span is often 
defined to have Zero twist. The overall blade twist is the 
difference between the root twist and tip twist. 
0061 FIG. 7G is a perspective drawing of an untwisted 
straight reference blade 700 having a straight stacking line 
716. A preferred stacking line 726 is also shown, having an 
advantageous combination of anhedral and Sweep. A pre 
ferred blade 800 comprises the airfoils of the reference blade 
stacked along a preferred Stacking line and twisted. 
0062. The table below summarizes the parameters charac 
terizing preferred and especially preferred rotor blades and 
blade tip sections according to the teachings herein. 
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Radial Twist Twist Sweep Sweep Anhedral Anhedral 
Station (especially Range (especially Range (especially Range 
(r/R) preferred) (preferred) preferred) (preferred) preferred) (preferred) 

O.09 20.8 12.5-27.1 O O -2.5 O-6 
O.2O 16.1 9.7-21.0 O O -2.5 O-6 
O.30 12.9 7.7-16.7 O O -2.5 O-6 
O4O 9.7 5.8-12.6 O O -2.5 O-6 
OSO 7.2 4.3-9.3 O O -2.5 O-6 
O.6O 4.8 2.9-6.2 O O -2.5 O-6 
O.70 1.6 1.0-2.1 O O -2.5 O-6 
0.75 O O.O-O.O O -10-30 -2.5 -6-30 
O.8O -1.6 -1.0-2.1 O -10-30 -2.5 -6-30 
O.85 -3.3 -2.0-4.2 O -5-30 -2.5 -6-30 
O.90 -4.9 -2.9-6.4 O -5-30 -2.5 -6-30 
O.93 -5.4 -3.2-7.0 O O-30 12.5 -6-30 
O.96 -6.1 -3.7-8.0 12.5 15-35 22.5 15-35 
O.98 -6.9 -4.1-8.9 24.81 20-40 27.5 20-40 
1.OO -7.6 -4.6-9.9 34.73 25-45 32.5 25-45 

0063. An especially preferred blade has chord, expressed 0068 Viewed from a performance aspect, a rotor accord 
as c/R, of 6.9% at a 20% radial station, of 5.2% at a 50% radial 
station, of 3.9% at an 80% radial station, of 3.3% at a 90% 
radial station, and 2.8% at 100% radial station. An especially 
preferred blade has thickness ratios of 22.5% at a radial 
station of 10%, of 21.5% at a radial station of 30%, of 20% at 
a radial station of 50%, of 15.4% at a radial station of 70%, 
and of 11.4% at a radial station of 90%. Preferred blades have 
thickness ratios between 19% and 30% at a radial station of 
10%, thickness ratios between 18% and 23% at a radial sta 
tion of 30%, and thickness ratios between 8% and 14% at a 
radial station of 90%, with a tip section having a thickness 
ratio of less than 11%. 
0064 FIGS. 8A, 8B, and 8C area top, front, and side-view 
drawings of a preferred rotor blade 800. FIG. 8D is a perspec 
tive view of the same rotor blade 800. FIGS. 8A, 8B, and 8C 
are to scale. 
0065. An especially preferred aircraft for application of 
the preferred rotor is the AeroTrainTM tiltrotor as disclosed in 
provisional application ser. No. 61/047,844, which is com 
patible with 53-foot or 56-foot diameter rotors according to 
the teachings herein. Equipped with preferred blades and a 
suitable controller, the AeroTrain would be configured to 
avoid flight beyond an edgewise advance ratio of 0.25, 
thereby avoiding Substantial performance penalties from the 
preferred blades. 
0066 Preferred blades use combinations of relatively high 

tip droop (anhedral) and relatively high sweep at the very 
outboard portion of the blade tip. In especially preferred 
embodiments, it is contemplated that the amount of tip anhe 
dral will be sufficient to reduce edgewise rotor performance 
by 5% or even 10% at advance ratios above 0.30 as compared 
with a straight rotor. 
0067 Preferred rotors have a blade tip shape that alters the 
hover tip Vortex trajectory using a combination of tip droop, 
Sweep, and other geometric modifications. Prior art helicop 
ters do not use the large anhedral necessary to significantly 
alter Vortex trajectories, more than 25 degrees, because of the 
associated reduction in rotor-borne edgewise flight efficiency. 
An especially preferred tip shape has a droop angle at the tip 
of the blade (i.e., terminal anhedral) of 33 degrees combined 
with a tip sweep angle (i.e., terminal Sweep) of 35 degrees, 
which gradually washes out over the outboard 10% of the 
blade. 

ing to teachings herein could reduce the power required to 
hover by 7% or more. It is contemplated that this would be 
particularly advantageous in the case of failure of one or more 
engines of a rotorcraft. If one engine is inoperative, a rotor 
craft with the especially preferred blade tip shape using 7% 
less power than a straight blade could hover with 5% more 
weight. Thus, it is contemplated that this aspect of the inven 
tive subject matter also has rotorcraft safety benefits. 
0069 Method aspects of the inventive subject matter are 
contemplated wherein computer simulation is used to predict 
the performance of a rotorcraft rotor. The computer simula 
tion could use blade element theory to compute blade section 
performance in Strips, or it could consist of grid-based solu 
tion of the coupled Navier-Stokes fluid flow equations. It is 
further contemplated that the rotor shape could be parametri 
cally described. Such computer performance predictions 
could be coupled to a numerical optimization program, and 
configured to run in a closed-loop manner Such that blade 
geometry would be automatically iterated to improve the 
blade performance by increasing the hover figure of merit and 
cruise propulsion efficiency. It is further contemplated that 
rotor airfoil shapes could also be modified in a similar closed 
loop manner. 
0070 The AeroTrain is designed for a cruise capability of 
Mach 0.65, using the same prop-rotors for propulsion. A key 
challenge in tiltrotor rotor design is balancing hover perfor 
mance with cruise axial flow performance. The AeroTrain 
achieves this balance by reducing rotor speed in Sustained 
airplane-mode forward flight cruise to 75%, 65%, 50%, 40%, 
or even 30% of a hover maximum rotor speed. 
0071. This is achieved through the use of stiff, hingeless 
rotor blades designed to avoid aeroelastic instability or 
adverse vibration as described in priority patent application 
Ser. No. 12/429,982. Preferred rotors are coupled to a gear 
box with one, two, or more output ratios and a turbine engine 
with a variable speed free power turbine. The aircraft com 
prises a controller that coordinates rotor blade pitch and 
engine control to achieve variable rotor speed. 
0072 At these reduced rotor rotational speeds, the twist 
distribution of rotor. Simulations indicate that the same rotor 
tip design that improves hover performance by 7% as com 
pared with a straight rotor results in a small cruise efficiency 
improvement of about 0.1%. Thus, preferred rotors improve 
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hover efficiency while maintaining or improving axial for 
ward flight performance. Preferred aircraft have maximum 
hover disc loadings between 10 pounds per square foot and 30 
pounds per square foot (psf), or more preferably between 15 
and 25 psf. The maximum hover disc loading is the maximum 
hover takeoff weight divided by the rotor area. 
0073. The high cruise speed of the AeroTrain is important 
both for aircraft passenger transport productivity goals in 
terms of passenger miles per day and for the important goal of 
reduced door-to-door travel time. To achieve these goals, 
shaping the inboard blade planform to increase chord while 
reducing thickness ratio is contemplated. In preferred 
embodiments, this rotor blade thinning is combined with 
judicious design and improvement of blade root airfoils, and 
an area-ruled nacelle and hub fairing. Some preferred blade 
root airfoil sections have a thickness ratio of only 22.5%. 
Achieving a thickness ratio of 22.5% at the blade root while 
ensuring that the desired structural dynamic characteristics 
are achieved, such that the first blade flap and lag frequencies 
are greater than the 3/rev at the maximum hover rpm, requires 
special blade composite construction methods. In general, all 
Suitable blade construction methods are contemplated includ 
ing those described in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
12/200,534. Especially preferred rotors are hingeless rotors, 
capable of transferring bending moments of at least 20,000 
foot-pounds from the rotor to the airframe. 
0074 Preferred rotor blade airfoils are designed balancing 
the requirements of hover and high-speed axial cruise flight. 
Preferred root airfoils in the presence of a nacelle and hub 
fairing are capable of operating in their airfoil drag bucket at 
vehicle cruise speeds of Mach 0.65, 0.66, or even 0.70. One 
especially preferred root section airfoil with a thickness ratio 
of 22.5% can achieve a drag coefficient of only 0.025 at a high 
Mach cruise condition. 
0075. The AeroTrain tiltrotor is also advantageously con 
figured to include a preferred rotor spinner fairing with shap 
ing to improve rotor function at high tiltrotor cruise Mach 
numbers. Conventionally a spinner creates blockage for the 
inboard blade sections, further raising the local flow Mach 
number. Computational fluid dynamics simulation results 
around the blade roots, spinner, and wing at Mach 0.65 dem 
onstrates elevated sectional Mach numbers at inboard sec 
tions. In preferred embodiments, a dramatically area-ruled 
spinner is contemplated that can lower the Mach numbers by 
0.01-0.03 at rotor blade sections inboard of 25% of span, 
Substantially increasing the envelope for efficient cruise. In an 
especially preferred embodiment, shaping the tilt-rotor spin 
ner by restricting a minimum diameter by 5% or more of a 
maximum diameter is calculated to increase the efficient 
cruise Mach number of the rotor 0.01-0.03. Alternate pre 
ferred embodiments take advantage of the locally slowed flow 
and use verythick root sections, with thickness ratios of 28%, 
rapidly tapering to thinner sections at greater spanwise sta 
tions. Where a definition or use of a term in an incorporated 
reference is inconsistent or contrary to the definition 
0076. Where a definition or use of a term in an incorpo 
rated reference is inconsistent or contrary to the definition 
0077. It should be apparent to those skilled in the art that 
many more modifications besides those already described are 
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possible without departing from the inventive concepts 
herein. The inventive subject matter, therefore, is not to be 
restricted except in the spirit of the appended claims. More 
over, in interpreting both the specification and the claims, all 
terms should be interpreted in the broadest possible manner 
consistent with the context. In particular, the terms "com 
prises” and “comprising should be interpreted as referring to 
elements, components, or steps in a non-exclusive manner, 
indicating that the referenced elements, components, or steps 
may be present, or utilized, or combined with other elements, 
components, or steps that are not expressly referenced. Where 
the specification claims refers to at least one of something 
selected from the group consisting of A, B, C . . . and N, the 
text should be interpreted as requiring only one element from 
the group, not A plus N, or B plus N, etc. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A rotorcraft comprising: 
a fixed wing of sufficient size to allow wing-borne flight; 

and 
a rotor with a first blade having a stacking line, and shaped 

tip portion with a terminal anhedral of at least 20° with 
respect to the Stacking line. 

2. The rotorcraft of claim 1 wherein the first blade has a 
terminal anhedral of at least 30° with respect to the stacking 
line. 

3. The rotorcraft of claim 1 wherein the first blade has a 
terminal anhedral of at least 40° with respect to the stacking 
line. 

4. The rotorcraft of claim 1 wherein the first blade has an 
overall twist from root to tip of at least 20°. 

5. The rotorcraft of claim 1 wherein the rotor is a hingeless 
rOtOr. 

6. The rotorcraft of claim 1 wherein the first blade has a 
thickness ratio between 19% and 30% at a radial station of 
10%. 

7. The rotorcraft of claim 1 wherein at an edgewise advance 
ratio of 0.35, the rotor has a power consumption at least 5% 
greater than a corresponding rotor without the shaped tip 
portion. 

8. A rotorcraft comprising: 
a fixed wing of sufficient size to allow wing-borne flight; 
a rotor with a first blade having a shaped tip portion that 

provides a hover figure of merit of at least 0.85 and a 
cruise propulsive efficiency of at least 0.86; and 

a controller that coordinates rotor blade pitch and engine 
control to achieve variable rotor speed. 

9. The rotorcraft of claim 8 wherein the first blade has a 
stacking line, and the shaped tip portion has a terminal anhe 
dral of at least 20° 

10. The rotorcraft of claim 8 wherein the first blade has an 
overall twist from root to tip of at least 20°. 

11. The rotorcraft of claim 8 wherein the controller limits a 
rotor speed in Sustained airplane-mode forward flight cruise 
of at most 75% of a hover maximum rotor speed. 

12. The rotorcraft of claim 8 wherein the controller limits a 
rotor edgewise advance ratio to at most 0.25. 
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